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College

thereof; and send it away, that it may go.”
Coffin — 1x., n. [A.D. 1330, < OF. cofin (= ‘a box used for a dead body’)
< L. cophinus = ‘a basket’ < Gk. κοφινος (kophinos) = ‘a basket’ (NOI.
‘Coffin’ and ‘coffer’ are from the same root word, differing from OF.
onward. They both mean ‘a basket or chest’, but differ in how they are
used. Some middle E. writers actually used the word ‘coffer’ in place of
coffin. Other writers of the same time-period used ‘coffin’ in reference
to a pie-crust!)] Thus, a coffin is ‘a box in which a dead body is placed
for burial’. Eg. Gen.50:26, “So Joseph died, being an hundred and ten years
old: and they embalmed him, and he was put in a coffin in Egypt.” (NOI.
The use of a coffin for burial seems to have been more common to Egypt
than to Israel. The body of Christ was hastily wrapped with linen and
spices and placed in a tomb. In fact, it seems most bodies were simply
wrapped in cloth, with perhaps spices also, and placed in a dug-out
grave. Job.21:26 speaks of ‘worms’ because the body was not in a coffin.)
Cogitations — 1x., n. pl. [A.D. 1225, < E. cogitate < L. cogitatus (which is
pp. of) cogitare (= ‘to thoroughly consider’), < co = ‘together or
with’ (see L. prefix ‘co–’) + agitare = ‘to stir or revolve’ (NOI. We get
our E. ‘agitate’ from agitare.) + ation = ‘state or condition’ (see E. suffix
‘–tion’) + s = forms the pl.] Thus, cogitations are ‘two or more times of
having thought things over and over’ (i.e. revolving them in the mind
and having considered them from all angles). Eg. Dan.7:28, “Hitherto is
the end of the matter. As for me Daniel, my cogitations much troubled me,
and my countenance changed in me: but I kept the matter in my heart.”
College — 2x., n. [A.D. 1378, < OF. college < L. collegium = ‘an association, society, guild or brotherhood’; i.e. ‘a body of colleagues’ (< col =
‘together or with’ + lego = ‘choose’; i.e. ‘one is chosen along with another’) (NOI. The word ‘college’ was well used in England from A.D.
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Cockatrice — 1x., n. [A.D. 1382(WB.), < OF. cocatris < ML. calcatrix (=
‘she who treads’) < L. calcare (= ‘to tramp down’) < calx = ‘heel’ (NOI.
The ‘cockatrice’ (also called a ‘basilisk’) was actually a mythological
serpent, that was supposed to have been hatched from a cock’s egg, and
could kill by staring. Ancient E. heraldry represents it as having the
head, feet and wings of a cock, and the body of a serpent. The Hb. epu
(tsepha) = ‘to hiss’, and is translated ‘adder’ in Pr.23:32, yet is called a
‘cockatrice’ in the 1611 marginal note.)] Thus, a cockatrice is ‘a mythological serpent, having a cock’s head, feet and wings, and having the
power to kill by just staring at its enemy’. Eg. Isa.14:29, “… for out of the
serpent’s root shall come forth a cockatrice, and his fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent.” (NOI. The question is, why did the translators of the 1611
use ‘cockatrice’ and not ‘adder’? Though some may believe that the
cockatrice actually exists, it is the opinion of this author that the translators used this mythological creature as a hyperbole to better translate the
teaching of the vs. This is further illustrated by them putting the word
‘adder’ in the marginal note of Isa.14:29.) {cockatrice’ 2x., cockatrices
1x., tot. = 4x.}
Cockle — 1x., n. [A.D.1000(ASG.), < OE. coccel = ‘a flowering weed that
grows amongst barley’ (NOI. This weed grows 3-4 ft. (.9-1.2 m.) high
among barley crops and, if harvested together, can cause a mild poison.
The Hb. word is hvab (boshah) = ‘stink’, i.e. ‘a stink-weed’)] Thus, a
cockle is ‘a flowering stink-weed that grows amongst barley’. Eg.
Job.31:40, “Let thistles grow instead of wheat, and cockle instead of barley.
The words of Job are ended.”
Coffer — 3x., n. [A.D. 1300, < OF. cofre = ‘chest’ (used for valuables) <
L. cophinus = ‘a basket’ < Gk. κοφινος (kophinos) = ‘a basket’] Thus, a
coffer is ‘a box or chest used for storing of valuables’. Eg. 1Sam.6:8,
“And take the ark of the LORD, and lay it upon the cart; and put the jewels
of gold, which ye return him for a trespass offering, in a coffer by the side

